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The project Forbidden Music Regained is a collaborative eﬀort by Donemus
Publishing, the Leo Smit Foundation and the Nederlands Muziek Instituut
(Dutch Institute of Music).
This series is financially supported by the Investeringsfonds Muziek, an
initiative by Buma/Stemra and the Ministry of Education, Culture and Science.
The recordings have been made by master students of the Conservatory of
Amsterdam.
Donemus is grateful to Eleonore Pameijer, Tobias de Haas and Lourens
Stuifbergen for the tireless eﬀorts and expertise they dedicated to realize the
editions.
Thanks to Bert van Dijk for the producing the perfect recordings, as well as to
Okke Westdorp for oﬀering Conservatory concert hall as the venue for the
recordings to take place.
www.donemus.nl
www.leosmitfoundation.org
www.nederlandsmuziekinstituut.nl
www.bumastemra.nl
www.conservatoriumvanamsterdam.nl
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Fania Chapiro - Sonatine 2.
Allegro ma non troppo – 2. Menuet – 3. Allegro ma non troppo – 4. Interludium
(Andante), Presto
Elizabeth Goh
Daniël Belinfante - Drie Reflexen
1. [Moderato] – 2. Rubato. Delicato e espressivo – 5. Scherzando
Carlos Marín Rayo
Martin Spanjaard - Caprice
Hans Krieg - uit Kermisscenes
1. Kermis – 5. Bij de waarzegger – 6. Bij de atleet – 7. Luchtballons
José Joaquin Parejo Bullón
Hans Lachman - Pour mes Amis
1. Moderato (molto rubato) – 2. Tempo di Mazurka moderato – 6. Andante –
(Epiloog) Allegro ma non troppo
Pieter Bogaert
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Dick Kattenburg - Tempo di ‘blues’
Dick Kattenburg - Horra IV
Katie Morgan
Daniël Belinfante - Arabeske – Nocturne – Lento Mystiek
Dimitri Malignan
Franz Weisz – Suite
1. Traum – 2. Tanz – 3. Idylle – 4. Arabeske
Young Jae Kim
Fania Chapiro - Sonatine 2
1. Allegro moderato – 2. Presto – 3. Mouvement de Habanera – 4. Interludium
(Andante) —Presto
Pablo Suaste Cherizola
Julius Hijman - from 10 short pieces: Three Waltzes, No. 3, 4 en 5
Carmen Sanchez Labrador
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Daniël Belinfante - Sonatine 1
1. [Allegretto] – 2. Skeletten-Polka – 3. Allegro
Juan Pedro Garciá Oliva
Leo Smit - Divertimento voor piano vierhandig
1. Allegro ma non troppo – 2. Lento – 3. Allegro con fuoco
Jorian van Need en Jurn Tjoa
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As a composer, Daniël Belinfante was hardly known
in the Dutch music scene and his works remained almost
entirely unpublished and unperformed. However,
announcements of Belinfante as a pianist can be found in
newspaper reports and old broadcasting guides. Together
with his wife, Martha Belinfante-Dekker (1900-1989), he
led a music school in the Amsterdam neighbourhood
Watergraafsmeer, where Belinfante himself grew up in a
Jewish, very musical family.
During the war, Belinfante went into hiding. From this location in
Amsterdam, he continued his previously started resistance work, which
eventually led to his arrest. Via Westerbork, Belinfante ended up in Auschwitz,
from there he was sent to Fürstengrube. Despite his strong constitution, he got
admitted with a leg disease to the infirmary, which was set on fire by the German
Wehrmacht during the approach of the Russians in January 1945. It was in this
fire that Daniël Belinfante died, just before the liberation of the camp.
Belinfante's manuscripts were donated by his widow to the Netherlands
Music Institute in The Hague in 1955 but remained untouched for decades. His
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oeuvre encompasses around 100 compositions, including solo concertos, an
orchestral suite, string quartets, works for strings and piano, songs, and choral
works. It took more than sixty years after Belinfante died for his music to be
rediscovered.
————————————————————————Fania Chapiro was born on June 10, 1926 in Surabaya (Indonesia). Her father was of Russian Jewish origin
and her mother Dutch. She received her first music lessons
from her father Noum Chapiro, a violinist, when she was
three years old. At five she began piano lessons and at
seven she played her first concert in public. Her parents
moved to Paris in order to find her a good teacher. There
she studied with Lazare Lévy for five years. When the
Second World War broke out, the family was on vacation
in the Netherlands and couldn't go back to France.
Fania couldn't give concerts but studied harmony and counterpoint with
Sem Dresden and started to compose. When their house at the Bezuidenhout in
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Den Haag was bombed all her early compositions were lost. The family survived
the war and moved to New York in 1948, where Fania gave numerous concerts.
Meanwhile she studied composition and instrumentation with Jerzy Fitelberg.
She taught at Bennington College (Vermont).
In 1953 she returned to the Netherlands and mainly pursued a career as a
pianist. After she was married and had three children there was little time to
compose. She taught piano at the Hilversum Conservatory.
Fania Chapiro died on December 6, 1994 in Hilversum.
————————————————————————Composer and pianist Julius Hijman was born on
January 25, 1901 in Almelo, where he grew up in a musical
and artistic environment. He studied the piano with Dirk
Schäfer and completed his studies in Vienna with Paul
Weingartner. For composition he chose Sem Dresden as
his teacher.
In the 1930s he regularly performed as a pianist,
thereby displaying being partial to chamber music
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repertoire. For modern music however he had a strong interest as well. For the
Vereniging voor Hedendaagse Muziek (Association for contemporary music) he
compiled programs with modern repertoire, often taking on the piano part
himself. In addition, he wrote articles for the magazine of the association. In 1937
he published in the Caeciliareeks – the ‘small library for musicfriends’ – a small
section on Schönberg, Berg and Webern. In 1969 Wouter Paap wrote in ‘Mens en
Melody’ an In Memoriam on Hijman. At that point he still considered this text
on these three composers worth a reprint.
In 1939 Hijman emigrated with his wife and son to the United States because
he sensed the impending calamity in Europe. There he found employment as a
teacher at the New York College of Music, among other things. He remained
however completely informed of the musical life in the Netherlands, amongst
other reasons because he travelled to the Netherlands regularly after the war.
Additionally, as a member of the Committee for Netherlands Music he
propagated the performance of Dutch music in America. However, his own
oeuvre (mainly chamber music) developed largely out of sight of the
Netherlands.
Hijman passed away in New York on January 6, 1969.
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Born into a Jewish family, Dick Kattenburg studied
violin and composition with Hugo Godron and in 1941
passed his state exams in theory and violin in The Hague.
During the war, Kattenburg attended lessons in
orchestration with Dutch composer Leo Smit – initially
in private sessions at Smit’s home address and later on,
when Kattenburg was in hiding for the Nazi’s and Smit
was forced to move into a Jewish ghetto, through mail
correspondence.
Many of Dick Kattenburg’s compositions breathe the optimism of a new era.
He imbued jazz rhythms and polytonality, French music (Ravel) and Stravinsky's
Neoclassicism in several of his works. Captivating, lyrical melodies (his
trademark) are often interspersed with energetic rhythmical passages.
Dick Kattenburg was arrested either end of April or early May 1944, possibly
during a raid in a movie theatre. From transit camp Westerbork he was deported
to Auschwitz on 19 May 1944. According to his death certificate, he died
‘somewhere in Central Europe’ on 30 September that same year.
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Hans Max Krieg was born in 1899 in Heynau, Silesia,
to a family of Jewish leather workers. Music played an
important role in the family home. At the age of six he
played the piano and began composing two years later. As
of 1923, Krieg worked as a choral accompanist, opera
conductor and composer of theatre music at the leading
theatres in Germany and Zürich and later he expanded his
career in Breslau.
In April 1933, caricatures of Krieg appeared in Nazi magazines, leading to his
immediate escape to the Netherlands with his family. It wasn't easy to build a new
life in a foreign country. There was hardly any opportunity, certainly not as an
opera conductor. Krieg knew he had to change course and took on everything to
support his family.
During the war he participated in lectures about Jewish songs, organized by
the Jewish Council's department of culture. In May 1943, the family was ordered
to move to the Jewish quarter. One month later Krieg was arrested during a raid
and shortly after that, the family was deported to Westerbork. In January 1944,
the Krieg family was transported to the concentration camp Bergen-Belsen where
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they remained until their liberation. Despite all the hardships, and against orders,
he managed to cheer up fellow prisoners and children by singing Dutch and
Hebrew folk songs together.
Despite all the misery and personal losses, Krieg was determined to make
something of his life as teacher, conductor, accompanist and musicologist, calling
himself “a composer of Hebrew and Yiddish songs and music.”
Krieg depicted himself as a torn man, neither at home in Germany nor in
Israel. But if ever he felt safe, it was in Amsterdam, behind the desk in his study,
with his piano and extensive library. Here - apart from his early theatre music,
cabaret songs and music for radio plays - he created an extensive oeuvre of works
in all kinds of shape and genre, ranging from (children’s) songs to vocal
compositions for solo voice, duets and choir with piano or orchestral
accompaniment in German, French, Dutch, Hebrew and Yiddish, to works for
piano, chamber music and melodrama.
On November 26, 1961, during a choral rehearsal, Krieg felt unwell, and he
died on that same day of heart failure. A memorial concert took place in the
Amsterdam Bach Hall on March 10, 1962.
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Hans Lachman was born on March 7 1906 in
Berlin as Heinz Lachmann. In the twenties he
studied mathematics and physics with such
renowned scientists as Albert Einstein, Niels Bohr
and Max Planck, meanwhile playing the trombone
in order to aﬀord his tuition. Ultimately, he chose
being a musician for his profession. Shortly after
the National-Socialists seized power in 1933
Lachmann and his wife fled to Amsterdam. After
the war Heinz Lachmann changed his name to
Hans Lachman.
After arriving in the Netherlands, Lachman found employment as
trombonist and arranger for Max Tak’s orchestra at the Tuschinsky Theater.
Additionally, he was part of The Ramblers and worked for some time for the Snip
en Snap Revue. Following measures taken by the occupying forces to ban Jews
from the regular orchestras, he took part in the Joodsch Amusementsorkest
(Jewish Amusement orchestra) and the Joodsch Symphonie Orkest (Jewish
Symphony Orchestra) until circumstances forced him to go into hiding in
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Limburg, in which he was aided by pastor Henri Vullinghs from the church at
Grubbenvorst. After the war, Lachman composed a Requiem for pastor
Vullinghs, who perished in a concentration camp.
Around 1950 he founded the Lachman Ensemble which consisted of
woodwind and brass players from the Concertgebouw Orchestra. In addition, he
was leader of the Melodia Sextet and the ensemble Moments Musicaux.
Lachman created numerous compositions and arrangements for various
broadcasting ensembles (both classical and entertainment music). As the musical
style of the Netherlands changed in the ‘60s Lachman sank into oblivion.
Following his demise in 1990 no one inquired after his music. In 2008 the most
part of his classical oeuvre was uncovered by Eleonore Pameijer in the garden
shed of Lachman’s son. She made an inventory of his works and ensured that the
collection was safely stored at the Nederlands Muziek Instituut in The Hague.
The post-war years were diﬃcult, especially financially, but things seemed to
improve in the second half of the 1950s. On his 75th birthday in 1958, the press
praised him for his merits. In the last ten years of his life, he worked steadily, even
though his works were no longer published. He died on May 8, 1968.
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Leo Smit was born in Amsterdam into a
Jewish family. He studied at the gymnasium until
the age of seventeen and left school without a
diploma; his deepest wish was to study music. He
attended composition lessons with Bernard
Zweers and Sem Dresden at the Amsterdam
Conservatory. In 1924 he was the first composer
to graduate cum laude in composition. Early on
and throughout his career, his orchestral works
were performed by the Concertgebouw
Orchestra, under the direction of well-known
conductors like Cornelis Dopper, Pierre Monteux
and Eduard van Beinum. For three years he taught harmony and analysis at the
Amsterdam Conservatory. In 1927, he moved to Paris, where he could listen to
the newest French music and attend the most inspirational performances. In
November 1937, Smit and his wife went back to Amsterdam due to family
circumstances. Smit took up his teaching practise, he taught piano and music
theory to private students at his home.
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Three years later, World War II broke out. Soon Jewish musicians and
composers were barred from musical life. Their music became forbidden. Smit's
compositions written in the years 1940-1943 reflect this significant loss of
freedom.
In November 1943, Leo Smit and his wife were forced to leave their house in
the south part of Amsterdam. They moved to the Transvaal neighbourhood, a
Jewish ghetto in the east of Amsterdam. In March 1943, they were arrested,
incarcerated at the Hollandsche Schouwburg (the Jewish Theatre) and
transported to transit camp Westerbork. By the end of April they were deported
to concentration camp Sobibor and murdered upon arrival.
————————————————————————Martin Spanjaard studied composition with Cornelis Dopper in
Amsterdam and Friedrich Gernsheim in Berlin. He primarily made a career as a
conductor. Most of his compositions date from the beginning of his career, before
he was appointed as conductor of the Arnhem Orchestral Society. An
increasingly busy schedule, serving as guest conductor in Berlin, Vienna,
Budapest and Prague left little time for composing.
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In the Musikverein in Vienna in 1930, he led the Vienna
Philharmonic in a sold out Austrian premiere of Igor
Stravinsky's Capriccio, with the composer at the piano. In
1939, Spanjaard conducted the Concertgebouw
Orchestra in Amsterdam, playing music by Mozart,
Henriëtte Bosmans and Bruckner.
After 1933, as a Jew, he was forced to stop conducting in
Germany and Austria. From then on he conducted
exclusively in the Netherlands, until that was prohibited as well. Martin Spanjaard
was murdered in Auschwitz.
————————————————————————Born in Budapest on August 2, 1893, Ferenc (Franz) Weisz was a musical
prodigy; at the age of eleven he was already a student at the Nemzeti Zenede, the
National Conservatory. He studied piano and composition with two former
students of Franz Liszt and in 1914 completed his education with excellent
results in both fields. In 1919, he was appointed as teacher at the Conservatory in
Budapest. He left for the Netherlands in 1920.
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As a pianist, Ferenc quickly fit into the Amsterdam music
scene, between several other Hungarian exiles. An
important contact around this time was the renowned
pianist and composer Dirk Schäfer. In a commemorative
book published a year after Schäfer's death (1932), Franz
Weisz wrote about his admiration for Schäfer's piano
playing, his tireless diligence in pursuit of perfection.
From the outset Franz Weisz was the major advocate of his
own work. In public, he only played his own compositions.
Generally the critics reviewed his piano playing as virtuoso, clever, conscientious,
but also detached and lacking “emotion”, and the same applied to his
compositions.
After the occupation Franz Weisz continued teaching, at home and at the
Amsterdam Music Lyceum. He ignored the advice to go into hiding: “I am only a
piano player and I have never been involved in politics - I have nothing to fear.” At
the end of May 1943 he was “picked up” and transported to Westerbork. He was
murdered in Auschwitz on September 30, 1944.
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Story on the cover of this release; ‘Scores in an orange box’
Eleonore Pameijer tells how she discovered Hans Lachman's manuscripts:
"One of the most salient finds of recent years came from a garden shed. Hans Lachman's
son Michel kept his father's scores for many years. In the small house in Alphen aan de Rijn, the
work finally got in the way and Michel decided to move his father's scores to the garden shed.
That is where I found it on 21 April 2008. An unforgettable image in my mind is the wooden
orange box with the complete compositional oeuvre of Hans Lachman.
Because of their stay in the shed, the scores felt slightly damp. On top of the handwritten
scores were several cardboard boxes containing tape recordings of Lachman's works. I decided
to stay with the Lachman family for the whole day to make an inventory and describe the
contents of the box.
What a find that was! I found: an opera, six orchestral works, seven concertos, a Requiem,
songs with orchestra, two radiophonic cantatas, works for large ensembles, sonatas for strings,
sonatas for winds, eight chamber music works for various combinations of instruments from
trio to sextet and finally nine string quartets. Studying the works, it appeared that Lachman
was well-trained in counterpoint. Bach was clearly a source of inspiration to him. He wrote very
skilfully for the various instruments and often made use of a classical form. The compositions
are still firmly rooted in tonality, with frequent use of chromaticism, which sometimes reminds
of Hindemith or Reger. It made me very curious about the life of Hans Lachman. Through his
family, I got his biographical data and some photos.”
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